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ABSTRACT
Tablet computers are emerging as powerful platforms
for educational and demonstration software in areas
like computational science and simulation which previously had needed higher performance processing.
Developing software as an App or even porting it
from other interactive platforms still requires nontrivial software engineering effort however. We describe how a family of complex systems simulation
models were developed as a domain related family of
Apps and discuss the software engineering issues we
encountered in generalising the data structures, and
simulation code patterns to run as Android Apps. We
also discuss performance achieved on various models with a range of modern tablet computers and other
devices with similar processors. We speculate on how
domain-specific software engineering methods could
automate such future simulation model App development.

Figure 1: Screen-dump showing our App running the
Ising Model
in developing software for computational interactive
simulations [9] and our efforts in engineering simulation Apps for tablet computers using the Android
operating system [10–12] and associated code frameworks.
Tablets are powerful platforms for simulation demonstration models, due to their highly interactive graphical display capabilities. However coding for this interactivity can be demanding due to the still maturing
touch and multi touch interfaces. Tablet architecture
is becoming more and more advanced with the development of duel core and recently quad core systems.
This allows for models be become more interactive
and become more graphically intense.
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Introduction

Engineering software for tablet computers is an exciting area of development with emerging framework
software proving capabilities to exploit the mobile
nature and touch screen interaction capabilities of
such devices. Despite a somewhat tumultuous history [1, 2], these devices have already found uses in
mobile gaming [3–5] and other computationally intensive applications beyond simple data entry [6, 7].

Mobile operating systems, such as Apple’s IOS and
Googles Android have provided developers a solid
platform to implement classical models on to test both
the devices and the models as interaction with the
model is made easy. Stumbling blocks are present
however when moving a model from a PC to a mobile
operating system. Considerations such as power man-

These platforms are here to stay and have a strong
potential [8]. In this paper we describe our interests
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agement, memory management and conservation, and
limited computational power all need to be considered
when implementing a chosen model.

net [17–20]; Game of Life [21, 22]; Game of Death
[23, 24]; Kawasaki exchange model [25, 26]; and Sznajd opinion model [27, 28] which we discuss in Section 2. Figure 1 shows a screen-shot from our App
running the Ising model simulation.

The Android platform allows a somewhat self managed system for its Apps due to the use of the Dalvik
virtual machine [13]. This is a type of Java virtual
machine which is much like Sun’s JVM but has optimizations in the areas of power management, better memory sharing and other aspects which enable
strong performance on mobile devices such as phones
and tablets.

In Section 3 we describe various aspects of Android’s
App architecture that we exploited to engineer our
Apps the platform works. In Section 4 we explain
our results from the various models and we discuss
this further in our discussion in Section 5. We offer
some conclusions and directions for further work in
Section 6.

Todays tablets and mobile devices have Advanced
Risk Machine (ARM) processors [14]. This is as
these ARM processors are low powered and cheap to
make which allows fast and efficient mobile computing in comparison to more powerful and power hungry PC CPUs. Even though ARM processors are now
as powerful as PC processors they are still capable of
running the latest mobile operating systems of IOS
and Android. Many devices have multiple ARM processors which perform different aspects for the tablet
or mobile device.
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Model Family

The driving motivation for our building a family of
simulation model Apps was our desire to demonstrate
these to students learning about the models [29], coupled with the realisation that many of these models
have a great deal in common. In software engineering terminology they constitute a family of domain
models that are closely related. We found that it was
feasible and desirable to construct our App software
to exploit this observation.

Multiple ARM processors and other hardware can be
formed into an integrated circuit know as a System
on Chip(SOC). A SOC can contain all the hardware
that is required to operate a tablet or mobile device,
hardware such as multiple ARM processors for applications, GPS, blue-tooth, WiFi and RF communications.

The models themselves have been described extensively elsewhere - both by ourselves and by other authors. However we give a brief summary of the key
features here for completeness and to explain the decisions and results discussed in this present article.
The Game of Life and Game of Death are cellular automaton models. Each cell is initialised to a state or
live, dead (or zombie ) and a deterministic rule is applied to change the state according to its own state and
that of its immediate neighbours. These models are
surprisingly complex systems whereby rich and unexpectedly structured spatial patterns of cells emerge
from the very simple microscopic rules applied deterministically to the individual cells.

The SOC also contains many busses that link all the
processors and many other bits of hardware for peripheral devices for the tablets. There is a limited
number of companies that manufacture SOCs which
are known for slight optimizations in certain areas
of the various chips. SOC however are not limited
to tablets and mobile devices, there are various organisations that have used SOCs in various other development boards such as Panda [15] and Raspberry
Pi [16].

The Ising model is almost as simple a model. In it,
a heat-bath algorithm is used to emulate thermal effects on atoms in a magnetic material arranged in a
crystalline lattice. The Ising system consists of a micro crystalline array of single bit magnetic moments
or “spins” which interacts with its nearest neighbours.
At each time step of the simulation each spin is considered in turn and the energy and thermal probability
of it “flipping” – reversing its direction are considered. The probability of flipping is different, depending upon the applied temperature.

As both ARM processors and SOCs become more
complex and powerful this allows for tablets and other
mobile devices to take advantage of portable and interactive computing power which allows for interesting research in App development. Tablets have been
optimized with version of an ARM architecture processor for longer battery life vs battery weight.
ARM gained popularity with more power and cost efficient way to build tablet or mobile computers, running both and Android and IOS. The touch display capability supports direct model manipulation of complex systems such as the: Ising model of a mag-

We find that spins align with their neighbours when
the system is cold, but thermally randomize when it
is hot. The interesting feature about the Ising system
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in 2 (or 3) dimensions is that there is a definite Curie
temperature that can be measured. In real magnets
the Curie temperature is the temperature above which
the material stops being a magnet, or an alternative
viewpoint is that materials like iron spontaneously become magnetic below their Curie temperature. This
is known as a phase transition and is very difficult to
explain simply without a model to demonstrate. The
value of an interactive simulation is that the temperature parameter can be directly varied by the user and
the effects seen in real time. Thus, it is possible for a
user of our App to cool or quench a simulated Ising
magnet down and see it undergo its phase transition
and all the spins start to spontaneously align with one
another to produce complex patterns.
The Kawasaki exchange model is constructed in a
similar manner to the Ising system. In this case however we preserve a fixed ratio of the two microscopic
species since instead of flipping or changing species,
in the Kawasaki system we only allow them to swap
positions with one of their (randomly chosen) neighbours. In this respect the Kawasaki system models
diffusion and phase separation or “unmixing” of the
two species. the rate and manner of unmixing is like
the separation of two atomic species in a binary alloy. This sort of dynamical behaviour is of great importance in real materials. With out some separated
granules an alloy typically lacks strength and other
physical properties but if too much separation occurs
it can break apart and cause catastrophic failure in for
example fuel rods in a reactor.

Figure 2: Android Activity Life-cycle
For convenience in applied the update rules symmetrically we impose periodic boundary conditions - so
that a cell at the edge of the array still sees the same
number of neighbouring cells as one in the middle.
This does not affect the physics or complexity of the
model and also supports visualisation actions such as
panning and zooming around in a wrap-around display of the simulated system.

Models of opinion formation and propagation are now
recognised as important ways to understand crowd
behaviours, social and political phenomena. The Sznajd opinion model is also formulated in a manner
similar to the Ising or Kawasaki models, but the update rules are simpler. Each species represents an
opinion, and at each step if two cells of the same opinion are found next to one another we allow the possibility of them “persuading” all their neighbouring
sites to the same opinion. In this sense opinions get
pushed out to the neighbours via the Sznajd update
rule.

The key criteria for engineering a family of Apps
for these models are the performance capabilities and
managing the code complexity to implement suitable
model system sizes on current generation tablet computers using the code development frameworks available for them.
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We encounter similar complex spatial patterns formed
by all these models. They are all modelled as an array of sites on for example a square lattice. Each cell
can take on a discrete and small number of different
states – live/dead/zombie or spin-up/spin-down or alloy species x/y, or political opinions A/B/C and so
forth. An array of bytes is suited to this model. The
update rules are only slightly different for each model
so some commonality in code structure is possible.

Android Java Apps Architecture

The Android operating system has emerged as a powerful and popular platform for developing Apps to
run on mobile platforms such as tablet computers and
smart phones. Android is a Unix/Linux-like operating
system with many well established, tested and widely
used and understood internal software models. Its
relative openness makes it an attractive development
platform for mobile applications.
Figure 2 shows the Android activity life-cycle. It
3

shows the different calls an Android activity makes
on its creation, halt and restart. Our application used
many of these activity call-backs to set up and run
our simulations. We mainly used the onCreate() function to initialize data and classes and the onPause()
function to halt the simulations when the activity was
not longer in view by the user using the home button
or the back button.We also used the onRestart() callback to restart our App if the user navigated back to
the application. This life-cycle call-back functions of
the activity are extremely useful in application as they
are mainly event driven. However as can be seen the
system does the handling of properly destroying the
activity which means from a programming point of
view you need to be careful about how you exit and
clean up in your application.

golconwayrules (){
g e t number o f c e l l s i n g r i d ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < t o t a l c e l l s ; i ++){
c o u n t num o f l i v e n e i g h b o u r s ;
i f ( ( s t a t e == 0 ) && ( c o u n t == 3 ) ) {
set alive ;
} e l s e i f ( ( s t a t e == 1 ) &&
( ( c o u n t == 2 ) | | ( c o u n t == 3 ) ) )
set s t a t e to alive ;
}else{
state dies ;
}
}
}

Figure 4: Pseudo code for Game of life computation
public s t a t i c void g o d r u l e s ( ) {
g e t number o f c e l l s i n g r i d ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < t o t a l c e l l s ; i ++){
c o u n t num o f l i v e n e i g h b o u r s ;
i f s t a t e a l i v e and
c o u n t i s 3 or c o u n t i s 2{
then set a l i v e s t a t e ;
}else if
state is alive{
s e t t o dead s t a t e ;
}
i f s t a t e i s d e a d and c o u n t i s 3{
set to alive s t a t e ;
} e l s e i f s t a t e i s 0){
s e t s t a t e t o zombie ;
}
i f s t a t e i s zombie and c o u n t i s 2{
set s t a t e to alive ;
} e l s e i f s t a t e i s zombie {
s e t s t a t e t o zombie ;
}
}
}

runSimulation function {
new T h r e a d {
While ( a c t i v e ) {
i f ( redraw ){
calluiupdate ()
} e l s e i f ( Running ) {
choose r u l e s e t
calluiupdate ()
} e l s e i f ( one s t e p ) {
choose r u l e s e t
calluiupdate ()
}
}
}

Figure 3: Pseudo code for main loop
The code listed in Figure 3 is an example of a running
model in the main loop. This is pseudo-code for creating new thread controlling the main loop and handling the invalidation for the GUI. The code stipulates
that when the activity is active update the model in
a continuous loop otherwise a one-step mode can be
performed which updates each step individually with
button control.

Figure 5: Pseudo code for Game of life computation
game of life. Again we loop through all the cells, for
each we need to know its current state and how many
are alive around it. We can then apply the rules in
the if statements to the cell to produce the next state.
When all cells have been updates we again consider
that one iteration.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show pseudo code for our rule
implementation of the Game of life and the Game of
Death. For the game of life we loop through all the
cells. For each one we get the sum of the number of
live cells surrounding the current cell and then apply
the rules to the cell bases on this count. The rules are
implemented in the if statements. After every cell has
been updated this is considered one step or iteration
in the game of life.

The App architecture can derived from Figure 2 showing the App runtime environment. Android supports
what is know as a multiple activities model and the
screen area is managed using various ”activities.” We
found it useful creating multiple activities to navigate
through the application selecting and initializing each
model. Once activity is created it can send Intents to
the Android system which starts other activities. This

For the Game of Death in Figure 5 the implementation of the rules was slightly more complex due to the
addition state of zombie but it is very similar to the
4

Device
Motorola Xoom
Samsung Galaxy Tab
Asus Transformer
Panda Developer board
Android Emulator
Animaux (PC Build)

FPS
26
34.8
28.2
17
4.6
24.7

Time(s)
38.22s
28.95
35.58s
59.69s
213.57s
40.5s

Device
Motorola Xoom
Samsung Galaxy Tab
Asus Transformer
Panda Developer board
Android Emulator
Animaux (PC Build)

Table 1: Averages for 1000 iterations for Game of
Life

Time(s)
69.16s
55.58s
58.63s
95.16s
213.57s
40.5s

Table 2: Averages for 1000 iterations for Game of
Death

allows us to combine loosely couple components to
perform certain tasks.

Device
Motorola Xoom
Samsung Galaxy Tab
Asus Transformer
Panda Developer board
Android Emulator
Animaux (PC Build)

Graphical Apps creates a single thread of execution
by the Android OS which is called the main thread.
UI, invalidation and canvas drawing are performed on
this thread and we implemented this with the code on
Figure 3, creating a new thread for our drawing to the
canvas. Developers can not access the main thread
directly, however AsyncTask can be used for thread
management. Manipulating thread and handlers are
avoided when the UI thread controls background operations and result.

FPS
24.2
31
26.2
18.2
4.4
24.7

Time(s)
41.30s
32.41s
38.40s
58.04s
274.15s
40.5s

Table 3: Averages for 1000 iterations for Ising
tablets. We can only speculate as to why this occurred. The Panda Developer board performed slower
than the tablet devices which was surprising as it is
very similar in hardware.

These models can be defined in a arbitrary dimension
most commonly described as ”hyper bricks” of mesh
points. This allows us to have a block of memory
to index any point in the brick using a single integer which is known as the ”k-index” [30]. In our implementation both a k-index and x coordinate system
was used due to X,Y location coordinates being precomputed and stored in an array rather than converting to X and Y from a k-index. This was to reduce
the amount of modulus operations in the code which
has been known reduce performance in computational
models. The negative aspect of precomputing the X
and Y coordinates is that it requires additional storage for X,Y coordinates on top of storage of the state
of each cell.
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FPS
15.2
18.8
17
11
4.6
24.7

The Android emulator that is provided with the Android SDK performed the worst of all tested devices.
We suspect this to be as all the hardware of the emulator is emulated in software unlike the other devices
that run on physical hardware. The Animaux program
for PC performed the same across the all the models.
This was expected as the program is programmed in a
totally different way with different classes and underlying classes and data structures. Therefore it make
it hard for us to draw any relevant conclusions as to
how powerful PC simulations are compared to those
on tablet based devices.
Table 5 shows each device specification that these
complex models was computed on. Android tablets
and the Panda Developer board running the Dual
Core Cortex A-9 chip from the ARM family, this
was somewhat interesting since similar results are

Performance Results

We have measured the simulation and graphical update performance of our model Apps on various specific tablet and other compute platforms.

Device
Motorola Xoom
Samsung Galaxy Tab
Asus Transformer
Panda Developer board
Android Emulator
Animaux (PC Build)

Table 1 , Table 2 ,Table 3 and Table 4 all show interesting results when compared to each other. The
tested tablets, Motorola Xoom, Samsung Galaxy Tab
and the Asus Transformer all showed similar performance. This was expected as they all contain the same
hardware (See Table 5). This was apparent when
comparing the Xoom and the Transformer tablet devices. The Galaxy Tablet however performed much
better than expected in comparison to the other two

FPS
87.8
128.4
78.8
88.6
6.8
24.7

Time(s)
11.50s
7.77s
12.73s
11.40s
153.87s
40.5s

Table 4: Averages for 1000 iterations for Sznjad
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Device
Motorola Xoom
Samsung Galaxy Tab
Asus Transformer
Panda Developer board
Android Emulator
Animaux (PC Build)

CPU
NVIDIA Tegra 2 T20
NVIDIA Tegra 2 T20
NVIDIA Tegra 2 T20
Dual-core Cortex-A9
NA
3.2 GHz Intel Core i3

Memory
1 GB - DDR2
1 GB - DDR2
1 GB - DDR2
1 GB - DDR2
256Mb - VM
4 GB DDR3

GPU
ULP GeForce
ULP GeForce
ULP GeForce
SGX540 graphics core
NA
ATI Radeon HD 5670 512 MB

L2/L3 Cache
1MB - L2
1MB - L2
1MB - L2
1MB - L2
NA
4MB - L3

Table 5: Specifications for the computer platforms used.

expected between Android devices. These Android
tablets are identical and the only difference to similar devices is the Graphics Processing Units (GPU) in
the Panda Development board. Android tablets use a
8 core 333 MHz GPU whereas the Panda boards use
4 core 384 MHz both supporting OpenGL ES 2.0.

garbage collection.
The various models across different devices and platforms gave us many interesting and unexpected results. Firstly the various models, Game of life, Game
of Death, Ising, and Sznajd all produced interesting
results across the three tablet devices. As can be seen
from table one through four all the tablets showed
slight performance differences. This was interesting
as all the tablets are based on the same duel core,
Tegra 2 architecture. It was surprising to see the rather
large variation in the amount of time it took to do 1000
steps in the various models across the Xoom, Transformer and Galaxy Tablet. The only thing we can
put these variations are down to the specific hardware
differences of the three tablet devices and the device
drivers associated. This could also be due to different
ARM processor versions, cache, clock speeds, stand
alone GPU processors in devices.

Results shown the Samsung device having much
faster refresh rates and lower time steps compared
to other tablet devices. Since all the models had the
Android Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0.3 running as their
main operating system, we concluded differences in
driver, memory and resource management between
the different vendors. Android emulator showed slow
results due to the ARM architecture that Android is
based on. Personal computers are based on the x86
architecture and thus the emulator need to be executed
on a virtual machine which was irrelevant to the test
we wanted to contrive on Android OS.
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The FPS of the various devices varies in direct relation to the time taken to perform the 1000 iterations
of the model. As FPS rises the time taken decreases.
This was due to the multi-threaded nature of the application and how Android platform separates its processes across its various available cores. The Panda
development board fared somewhat worse than expected in testing. This may be due to its unoptimized
nature to the Android platform as the panda board is
also designed to run various other operating systems.
The Android emulator that comes with the Android
SDK performed slowest of all across all the models. This we suspect is due to the emulator running
via software rather than hardware like on the tablets.
This may be causing a bottleneck in the emulator in
graphic output.

Discussion

Our test environments which were all dual core architecture (Tegra 2). This allows creation of a genuinely
concurrent new thread so that calculations of the rules
and Android’s output on the display can be separated.
This provided significant performance increases. (see
performance comparison graph/grid). This is as Android/Java’s system, garbage collection and user display processes are on one core and the other core is
left to do all the calculations on the rule-set. When
the newer quad core architecture is available (Tegra
3), the App may then be able to run the various models a lot faster as it splits the work load across the four
cores the cpu provides.
Models showed that similarities such computation
time and refresh rate could be closely correlated, however the Game of Death showed these variables to be
slower in all aspects. Having three states was display
intensive on the model with garbage collection(GC)
initially running at 40%, this was optimized using
the Android Debug Bridge(adb). This was a crucial
tool developing the App showing thread usage and

The PC based Animaux model performed uniformly
across all models in terms of iteration times and FPS.
This performed well and it was obvious that the PC
implementation had a lot more possible power that
could be squeezed out of it if optimized to the models such as the Android App had. Even though the
Animaux model was also written in Java, underlying
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classes and grid structure were used. This means differences in neighbour discovery, state recovery. Differences in 1000 iteration times in the four models
was due to what neighbours where needed by the various models and the requirements or computing them.
As these models are loop intensive resource reuse was
something we needed to be wary of as garbage collection by the Dalvik virtual machine can be time intensive. The Sznajd model requires the least amount
of neighbours to be retrieved hence it performs the
fastest.
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so that code can be generated for either a tablet or a
desktop platform. We have made some inroads into
exploring the commonalities across our target simulation models and algorithms, and have identified ways
for them to share data structures. There is still considerable work to be done however to identify a common software model architecture for the user interaction and parameters control framework that would be
needed to fully automatically generate Desktop and
App codes.
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